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Abstract: High rates of overlap exist between disorders of gut-brain
interaction (DGBI) and eating disorders, for which common inter-
ventions conceptually conflict. There is particularly increasing rec-
ognition of eating disorders not centered on shape/weight concerns,
specifically avoidant/restrictive food intake disorder (ARFID) in
gastroenterology treatment settings. The significant comorbidity
between DGBI and ARFID highlights its importance, with 13% to
40% of DGBI patients meeting full criteria for or having clinically
significant symptoms of ARFID. Notably, exclusion diets may put
some patients at risk for developing ARFID and continued food
avoidance may perpetuate preexisting ARFID symptoms. In this
review, we introduce the provider and researcher to ARFID and
describe the possible risk and maintenance pathways between
ARFID and DGBI. As DGBI treatment recommendations may put
some patients at risk for developing ARFID, we offer recom-
mendations for practical treatment management including evidence-
based diet treatments, treatment risk counseling, and routine diet
monitoring. When implemented thoughtfully, DGBI and ARFID
treatments can be complementary rather than conflicting.
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E ating disorders are common and damaging, with an
estimated worldwide prevalence between 27.9 and 59

million,1 and eating disorder symptoms may lead to, exac-
erbate, or co-occur with disorders of gut-brain interaction
[DGBI; also known as functional gastrointestinal (GI) dis-
orders].2 Eating disorder behaviors include dietary restric-
tion (ie, limiting the amount of food eaten, avoiding specific
foods, delaying eating); binge eating (ie, the consumption of
an objectively large amount of food in a discrete period of
time accompanied by a subjective sense of loss of control);
and purging (eg, self-induced vomiting) and nonpurging
(eg, excessive exercise) behaviors.3 These eating disorder
behaviors lie along a spectrum in terms of frequency and
manifestations, as well as their underlying motivations. In
many eating disorders, cognitive symptoms concerning body
shape or weight underlie eating disorder behaviors,3 but
there is increasing awareness of nonbody image-based
motivations, especially the relevance of avoidant/restrictive
food intake disorder (ARFID) in the gastroenterology
setting.4–7 In this conceptual review, we provide a practical
guide for the gastroenterology provider in understanding the
DGBI and ARFID intersection, including suggested strat-
egies for how to prevent and assess for ARFID in their
patients.

WHAT IS ARFID?
ARFID differs from other EDs in that it does not

involve concerns about body shape or weight3,8 (see Table 1
for comparison of symptoms across various eating disorder
diagnoses). ARFID was introduced in the Diagnostic and
Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders-fifth edition (DSM-5)
and is defined as dietary restriction (reduced overall food
intake and/or dietary variety) that results in nutritional
deficiency, significant weight loss/inability to gain/grow
taller, dependence on supplemental nutrition, and/or
impairment in psychosocial functioning.3 ARFID can be
diagnosed in the presence of any of these 4 consequences of
dietary restriction, allowing for significant clinician judg-
ment to be used in diagnosis.9

Motivations Behind Restriction in ARFID
Three primary presentations, or motivations, of

ARFID, have been described in the literature, fear of aversive
consequences, lack of interest/low appetite; and sensory sen-
sitivity (Table 2).3,8 Fear of aversive consequences is charac-
terized by fear of a negative outcome around eating (eg,
choking, vomiting, abdominal pain, diarrhea).3,8 Lack of
interest/low appetite is characterized by forgetting to eat, not
feeling interested in/enjoying eating, and/or appetite dysre-
gulation (eg, early satiation, low hunger).3,8 Sensory sensi-
tivity is characterized by avoidance of specific foods due to
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hypersensitivity to texture, taste, and/or smell.3,8 Importantly,
these motivations are not mutually exclusive, and patients can
present with any combination of the 3.4,10,11

Medical and Psychosocial Consequences
Avoidant/restrictive eating crosses the diagnostic

threshold for ARFID when it causes medical (eg, nutritional
deficiencies, compromised weight status, dependence on
supplemental nutrition) and/or psychosocial problems (eg,
inability to maintain relationships or participate in social
activities due to restrictive eating). To meet the criteria for
ARFID, at least 1 of these consequences must be present
(see Box 1 for a summary of each).

Nutritional Deficiency
Even when individuals with ARFID are eating a suf-

ficient amount of food, limited dietary variety due to food
avoidance can lead to nutritional deficiency.3,12 One study in

children, adolescents, and young adults found that in com-
parison to healthy controls, individuals with ARFID
symptoms reported a significantly lower dietary intake of
vitamins K and B12.12 This study also showed ARFID
symptoms were associated with significantly lower protein
and vegetable intake, with participants frequently not
meeting USDA dietary recommendations for protein (76%)
and vegetable intake (86%).12 However, further research is
needed to characterize dietary patterns in ARFID, espe-
cially in adults.

Compromised Weight Status
Low body weight is not an essential criterion for nutri-

tional deficiency. Nevertheless, weight loss or failure to gain
weight/grow taller can be a complicating factor in individuals
with ARFID. For example, one study found that individuals
with ARFID required longer hospitalizations than

TABLE 2. Avoidant/Restrictive Food Intake Presentations or Motivations

Fear of aversive consequences Lack of interest/low appetite Sensory sensitivity

Restricting types or amounts of foods to avoid feared
adverse outcome such as vomiting and/or chocking

Restriction/delay in food intake
due to reduced appetite

Avoidance of specific foods due to enhanced
sensitivity towards texture, taste, and/or
smell

Presentations are the 3 prototypic motivations behind food avoidance or dietary restriction in avoidant/restrictive food intake disorder. Presentations are
dimensional and overlapping, thus some individuals may have only 1 presentation whereas others may have all 3.

TABLE 1. Comparison of Eating Disorder Symptoms Across Diagnoses

Dietary 
restriction

Eating Disorder
Binge
eating

Purging 
compensatory 

behaviors*

Nonpurging 
compensatory 

behaviors†

Body image 
concerns

Low
body

weight

Bulimia nervosa

Binge-eating disorder

*May include self-induced vomiting, laxative misuse, diuretic misuse, or other medication misuse. 
†May include excessive exercise, fasting, or other extreme weight control behaviors.
‡Other specified feeding or eating disorder (OSFED) is a classification of eating disturbance for those who do not meet criteria for any other eating disorder.

Anorexia nervosa, 
binge/purge subtype

Anorexia nervosa, 
restricting type

Avoidant/restrictive food 
intake disorder

Other specified feeding or 
eating disorders‡

Recurrent binge eating and/or
purging compensatory
behaviors required for

diagnosis

Recurrent purging and/or nonpurging
compensatory behaviors required for

diagnosis

Black squares indicate symptom is present. Gray squares indicate symptoms may be present, but are not required for diagnosis. White squares indicate
symptom not present.
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individuals with anorexia nervosa to reach their expected
body weight.13 One pediatric study found that 18% of par-
ticipants lost > 20% of body weight before diagnosis and 39%
presented with a weight 20% or more below their target
weight.14 To operationalize low weight in ARFID, theDSM-
5 criteria for low weight anorexia nervosa (body mass index
<18.5 kg/m2 for those more than 20 y old or less than fifth
body mass index percentile for those less than or equal to 20 y
old) can be used.3,9 To operationalize significant weight loss
in ARFID, a threshold of 5% of unintentional loss of body
weight in 1 month or 7.5% loss over 3 months is recom-
mended for adults and 5% loss of usual body weight for those
less than or equal to 20 years old.15,16

Dependence on Supplemental Nutrition
Dependence on enteral or parenteral nutrition, or

nutritional supplements to meet calorie needs can fulfill the
medical consequences criterion for ARFID.8,17 Dependence
on supplemental nutrition for 50% or more of daily intake
that is not required by a concurrent medical condition has
been recommended as an operational definition.17 Some
patients (eg, ∼3%)18 with DGBI who have gastroparesis
may be placed on enteral or parenteral nutrition. While
typically intended as a temporary measure, patients requir-
ing prolonged use may meet ARFID criteria, though more
research is needed to understand ARFID in these patients.
Dependence on vitamin supplements (eg, multivitamins) can
also fulfill this criterion even in the absence of current
deficiencies, as vitamin supplement use may veil the severity
of malnutrition from poor food intake.

Psychological Effects/Quality of Life Impairments
ARFID is also often associated with marked psycho-

social/quality of life impairments, such as social eating

difficulties (eg, avoiding eating at restaurants), familial
burden, and overall distress about dietary limitations.19 The
type of quality of life impairments can vary, with one
pediatric study showing that 100% of outpatients experi-
enced family functioning impairment and 41% experienced
social functioning impairment.20 Another interview-based
pediatric study showed that 63% of 54 children with food
allergies met DSM-5 criteria for ARFID with dietary
restrictions deemed beyond what would be medically nec-
essary (ie, beyond allergen-containing foods) and with
greater than expected psychosocial impairment reported by
caregivers in the form of, for example, distressing and rigid
eating behaviors.21 More research characterizing the quality
of life impairments in ARFID is needed, especially in adults.

Summary
ARFID is characterized by a reduction in food volume

and/or variety with 1 or more of 3 motivations for
restriction—fear of aversive consequences, lack of interest in
eating/low appetite, and sensitivity to food characteristics
(eg, taste, texture, smell). ARFID symptoms certainly lie
along a spectrum, and medical and/or psychosocial
impairments due to avoidant/restrictive eating are required
for an ARFID diagnosis. However, the inclusive nature of
ARFID criteria can make it difficult to draw a distinct line
between the long-term management of DGBI and non-
normative eating behaviors. We suggest that ARFID should
be considered when any of the impairment criteria in Box 1
are met, as the presence of these indicators suggest that
dietary restriction has crossed the line into causing harm.
This line between normative versus problematic food
avoidance/restriction is important, as dietary management is
common, often adaptive, and nonproblematic (ie, does not
result in the level of impairment as the examples in Box 1)
for most patients with many conditions including DGBIs.22

THE RELEVANCE OF ARFID IN DGBIs
The eating disorder-GI intersection is not new.23–25 A

systematic review of GI symptoms and eating disorders
found that nausea, gas, and abdominal pain were the most
common symptoms among the 195 articles investigated.25

DGBI affects ∼40% of adults worldwide26 and ∼25% of
children and adolescents in the United States.27 Among
those with DGBI, disordered eating patterns (such as food
restriction, binge eating, purging) ranges from 5% to 44%.28

More recently, the phenomenon of ARFID in DGBI has
been recognized with cross-sectional and retrospective
studies.4,10,11,29–36

Overlapping Prevalence Between ARFID and
DGBI

ARFID Prevalence in DGBI
Clinically significant ARFID symptoms have been

reported in 13% to 40% of individuals with DGBIs, in cross-
sectional self-report survey and retrospective chart review
studies.4,10,11,29,31,32 In 2 retrospective chart review studies
of DGBI patients in outpatient gastroenterology clinics
(N= 410 adults; N= 129 pediatric), around 6% of adults and
8% of children met full criteria for ARFID and 17% of
adults and 15% of children had clinically significant ARFID
symptoms, but not enough information was available to
make a definitive diagnosis.4,10 Another retrospective chart
review study of 223 adult DGBI patients who were seen by a
psychologist, identified ARFID in almost 13%.33 Cross-

Box 1. Examples of Medical and Psychosocial Consequences
of Avoidant/Restrictive Food Intake Disorder

Significant nutritional deficiency
� Limited food variety in diet
� Inability to meet daily dietary recommendations

Weight loss or failure to gain weight/grow
� Low weight—BMI< 18.5 kg/m2 for > 20 y old and less than
fifth BMI percentile for ≤ 20 y old

� Difficulty gaining weight/height
� Weight loss—5% of unintentional loss of body weight in
1 mo or 7.5% loss over 3 mo for > 20 y old and 5% loss of
body weight for those 20 y old

Dependence on enteral/parenteral feeding or nutritional
supplements
� Use of nutritional supplement drinks to meet daily
calorie intake

� Use of vitamin supplements to offset limited diet
� Enteral/parenteral not required for another medical
condition, or prolonged reliance

Marked interference with psychosocial functioning
� Inability to eat around others
� High distress around limited diet
� Difficulty eating outside of one’s home
� Family functioning impairment
� Inability to attend school or hold jobs
BMI indicates body mass index.
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sectional self-report survey studies among adult outpatients
with DGBI have shown varying frequencies of ARFID—2
studies using different surveys showed 40% screened positive
for ARFID,11,29 but another study showed 19.6% screened
positive for ARFID.32 The fear of aversive consequences
motivation has been the most frequent ARFID motivation
across all studies and in fact, one study screening for the
ARFID fear motivation alone found a positive screen in
18.5% of community individuals with irritable bowel syn-
drome (IBS) or inflammatory bowel disease.37 Differences in
self-report frequencies may be due to varying cutoffs applied
across studies on one ARFID screening questionnaire [the
Nine-Item ARFID Screen (NIAS)],38,39 as well as charac-
teristics of the clinical populations. Finally, a cross-sectional
self-report survey study found that among a community of
self-identified “picky eater” adults who self-reported DGBI
symptoms, 11% met the diagnostic criteria for ARFID.31 To
our knowledge, no study to date has investigated the
frequency of ARFID in DGBI using semistructured or
clinician interview (the gold standard for diagnosis of eating
disorders), thus current frequency estimates are limited by
the use of self-report surveys.

DGBI Prevalence in ARFID
Conversely, DGBI symptoms are also present in

patients with ARFID. An investigation of 168 pediatric and
adult patients seeking outpatient eating disorder treatment
found that 30% met the criteria for a DGBI and that DGBI
frequency did not differ between those with ARFID versus
another eating disorder.34 Another study found among
inpatient adults with underweight ARFID, 64% had a his-
tory of 3 of more GI diagnoses, including some DGBIs (eg,
IBS, gastroparesis), and 100% presented with a minimum of
5 GI symptoms.35

Proposed ARFID and DGBI Risk and Maintenance
Pathways

Given the bidirectional overlap in frequencies of DGBI
and ARFID patients, it is apparent that there is a relatively
high comorbidity between DGBI and ARFID symptoms.
While dietary management in DGBI populations can be
helpful and nonproblematic for many patients, a subset can
develop problematic dietary restriction as seen in ARFID.
We (H.B.M. and K.S.) and others have suggested that the
line is crossed to ARFID when restrictive eating negatively
impacts the quality of life or medical functioning.40,41

However, our understanding as to how DGBI and ARFID
interact, including which may be more likely to come first
and how one may exacerbate the other, is limited.

RISK FOR ARFID-RELATED TO DGBI
As described above, a subset of individuals with DGBI

may already have or may be at risk for ARFID develop-
ment. We propose and summarize 3 pathways for ARFID
development in the context of DGBIs (Fig. 1).

Preexisting ARFID→DGBI
No studies to date have evaluated DGBI developing in

the context of ARFID or ARFID as a risk factor for a
future DGBI. However, it is possible that some patients may
develop DGBI symptoms due to the neurosensory changes
generated by ARFID. The learned history of food avoid-
ance and reaction to such events could make ARFID
patients more vulnerable through heightened hypervigilance
around GI sensations or heightened visceral

hypersensitivity. More research is needed to understand the
prevalence of DGBI developing as a consequence of
ARFID and the mechanisms involved.

ARFID Concurrent With DGBI
Some patients may develop both ARFID and a DGBI

independent of each other. For example, one study found
that 1% of ARFID participants had chronic belching, which
may be unrelated to ARFID symptoms and have developed
independently.4 In this case, separate, nonoverlapping fac-
tors may maintain the DGBI and ARFID symptoms.
However, psychological and physiological factors can be
mutually strengthening, therefore the presence of both pla-
ces a patient at high risk for the symptoms of one disorder to
exacerbate the other.42

Preexisting DGBI→ARFID
Given the high frequency of ARFID among patients

with DGBI and the routine use of dietary restriction for
symptom management, the development of ARFID symp-
toms in the context of DGBIs is presumably the most
important pathway for the GI provider to consider. Theo-
retical models as well as emerging empirical evidence sug-
gest that ARFID symptoms may arise as a result of GI pain
or discomfort.4,8,10,29 Though 3% to 23% of individuals with
DGBI exhibit > 1 ARFID motivation (ie, sensory, lack of
interest, fear),4,10,11 distinct characteristics of individuals
across motivations suggest differing etiological pathways,
some of which may be associated with existing DGBI
symptoms:
� Fear conditioning (ie, initially neutral scenarios induce

heightened fear after aversive events) after triggering
event (eg, choking, vomiting episode).

� Increased susceptibility to fear conditioning (eg, due to
visceral hypersensitivity) around GI symptoms.

� Significant stressor or comorbid medical or psychological
conditions that reduce appetite or interest in food.

� Chronic consumption of a limited variety of foods.
The below descriptions posit how these etiological

pathways may theoretically lead to ARFID development in
individuals with DGBIs. Importantly, however, more
empirical research is needed to support each of these
hypotheses.

ARFID DGBI

ARFIDDGBI

ARFID DGBI

FIGURE 1. Possible development pathways for ARFID and DGBI
ARFID may exist before a DGBI (DGBI symptoms develop as a
consequence of ARFID symptoms); ARFID may present con-
currently with a DGBI (ARFID and DGBI symptoms can occur
simultaneously while not being directly related); DGBI may exist
before ARFID (ARFID develops to alleviate DGBI symptoms).
ARFID indicates avoidant/restrictive food intake disorder; DGBI,
disorders of gut-brain interaction.
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Fear Conditioning After Triggering Event
ARFID may develop in part from a triggering event

(eg, choking, vomiting). Specifically, the triggering event
may lead to avoidance of certain foods due to fear of a
similar episode from occurring in the future. The individual
may experience a sudden and severe onset of avoidant/
restrictive eating after the triggering incident, which may
cross the line to ARFID when avoidant/restrictive eating
persists and leads to medical consequences or functional
impariments.43 For example, a patient with chronic nausea
who has a vomiting episode may connect specific foods to
vomiting and quickly limit their dietary variety to prevent
future vomiting episodes. In some cases though, the devel-
opment of ARFID may be more nuanced and potentially
arise in tandem with the DGBI after a triggering event (eg,
after a viral infection) due to dysregulation in gut-brain
signaling. Further research is needed to understand the
nature and course of fear conditioning of ARFID in
response to specific triggering events.

Increased Susceptibility to Fear Conditioning
A disproportionate sensory response to normal eating

and digestion, as seen with visceral hypersensitivity, may be
a risk factor for fear conditioning with food intake, further
leading to the development of ARFID. Preoccupation with
and anxiety around GI sensations (ie, GI-specific anxiety)
has been identified as key maintenance mechanism of
DGBI-like IBS.44–46 Over time, the patient connects eating
with GI symptoms; in an attempt to control symptoms,
restricting types and amounts of foods reinforces the learned
association with pain, even if food restriction does not
reliably prevent or alleviate symptoms. For example, a
patient with IBS may start the low FODMAP diet (ie, a diet
low in fermentable oligosaccharides, disaccharides, mono-
saccharides, and polyols, which are short-chain carbohy-
drates not well-absorbed by the small intestine), but expe-
riences difficulty with reintroduction due to difficulty
tolerating any GI distress with reintroduction and/or gen-
eralizes food avoidance beyond the low FODMAP diet.

ARFID may develop when food avoidance is severe
enough to result in medical and/or psychosocial con-
sequences. ARFID development through this pathway may
occur over a longer time period (compared with the trig-
gering event pathway), where an individual experiences
uncomfortable GI sensations repeatedly before developing
ARFID symptoms. This pathway is also likely associated
with ARFID fear of aversive consequences, which has
consistently high rates in individuals with DGBI.4,10,11,29

Significant Life Stressors or Comorbid Non-GI
Medical and Psychological Conditions

Significant life stressors or increases in symptoms of
existing psychological or non–GI-related medical conditions
may result in the onset of ARFID symptoms more slowly
and over a longer period of time. This is in contrast to the
fear conditioning pathway where ARFID symptoms
develop after a specific triggering event or in direct response
to longstanding DGBI symptoms. Thus, the life stressors/
non-GI comorbidities pathway may be most closely tied to
the lack of interest/low appetite motivation, rather than the
fear of aversive consequences motivation.43 Supporting this
distinction, individuals with a lack of interest/low appetite
motivation may be more likely to have comorbid medical
conditions, attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder, and
mood disorder symptoms than individuals with other

ARFID motivations.43,47 For example, an individual may
experience loss of appetite over the course of several weeks
or months as a result of major depressive disorder, which
may result in ARFID when the change in appetite exceeds
what would be expected from major depressive disorder
alone and results in psychosocial and/or medical
consequences.

Chronic Limited Diet Variety
Limited diet variety over prolonged periods of time

may put some individuals at risk for ARFID. Limited diet
variety is potentially most closely associated with the
ARFID sensory sensitivity motivation. This pathway may
also be associated with combined sensory selectivity and low
appetite/lack of interest motivations,43,48 where both selec-
tive eating and low appetite result in limited diet variety over
time, leading to psychosocial and/or medical consequences.
Individuals with sensory sensitivity or combined sensory
sensitivity/low appetite motivation find only a small number
of foods to be palatable, which may be due to hypersensitive
taste perception.8 Given that the sensory sensitivity moti-
vation is relatively less common in individuals with DGBIs
than the lack of interest/low appetite and fear of aversive
consequences motivation,4,10,11,29 this pathway may be less
relevant for the GI provider.

BIDIRECTIONAL FACTORS THAT PERPETUATE
(MAINTAIN) ARFID AND DGBIs

Identifying how ARFID and DGBI may reinforce each
other can be crucial to inform what factors can be targeted
for symptom improvements. We describe theoretical models
in which DGBI symptoms may perpetuate ARFID symp-
toms and ways in which ARFID symptoms may perpetuate
DGBI symptoms, providing supporting evidence where
available. Two key factors in this model are:
� Dietary restriction: A limited diet (volume and/or variety)

likely maintains sensorimotor disturbances in GI func-
tioning, and patients may associate any alleviation of
DGBI symptoms with dietary restriction, thus reinforcing
or extending restrictive behaviors.

� GI-specificanxiety:Restrictiveeatingmay lessenGI-specific
anxiety in the short-term, but perpetuate it in the longer term
(and possibly associated visceral hypersensitivity).

DGBI Maintenance of ARFID
Several factors may perpetuate ARFID symptoms

among individuals with DBGI. First, engaging in dietary
restriction may temporarily alleviate DGBI symptoms and
thus reinforce dietary restriction as a strategy for symptom
reduction and management. Additional factors may main-
tain ARFID symptoms, such as dysregulation of appetite
signals in the brain in the lack of interest/appetite motiva-
tion and high fear responsiveness in the fear of aversive
consequences motivation.8 For example, decreased appetite
due to gastric emptying or accommodation disturbances
may perpetuate eating small food volumes. However, it is
still unknown whether appetite dysregulation is due to
motility disturbances or the consequence of deconditioning
over time due to restricted food intake. Further complicat-
ing the clinical picture, visceral hypersensitivity may be
independently associated with both ARFID49 and DGBI
symptoms,50–52 and it may be unclear whether visceral
hypersensitivity is a consequence of one or the other.
However, in the context of visceral hypersensitivity in
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DGBI, individuals with ARFID may interpret innocuous
GI sensations as potentially harmful, further reinforcing fear
and avoidance of food.

Finally, while DGBI are known to be associated with
food intolerances in the absence of true allergies,53 there is
some growing evidence of nonclassical food allergy—at least
in IBS.54,55 While future research is needed, there may be an
interplay between localized food intolerance in DGBI with
visceral hypersensitivity and fear conditioning processes,
given that treatments promoting dietary exclusion (eg, in the
low FODMAP diet) and dietary expansion (eg, in exposure-
based CBT) have proven efficacy for IBS.56

ARFID Maintenance of DGBI
ARFID symptoms may perpetuate DGBI symptoms,

in terms of both sensory and motility processes. Fear of GI
symptoms around eating may perpetuate visceral hyper-
sensitivity. Furthermore, while food avoidance/restriction
may ease the fear of GI symptoms occurring in the short
term, it can perpetuate fear around GI symptoms in the
longer term. Specifically, individuals with ARFID may
become conditioned to interpret any changes in GI symp-
toms to be a consequence of food. Then, over time, they
may experience heightened GI-specific anxiety which then
increases DGBI symptoms. Dietary restriction and weight
loss may also perpetuate sensorimotor disturbances in
DGBIs. For example, significant dietary restriction is seen in
anorexia nervosa and ARFID has been associated with
delayed gastric emptying4,36 and increased colonic transit
time (in anorexia nervosa).57–59 Further, significant weight
loss from functional dyspepsia (albeit not necessarily at an
objectively low body mass index) has been associated with
decreased gastric tolerance60,61 and accommodation62,63

impairments.

Screening for ARFID Symptoms
Understanding risk and maintenance factors for

ARFID in individuals with DBGI is essential for ensuring
appropriate treatment. Importantly, recommendations for
the treatment of DGBI (eg, elimination/exclusion diets,
consuming smaller volumes of food at mealtimes)64–66 may
conflict with recommendations for treatment of ARFID (eg,
increased food variety and meal sizes).67–69 Thus, screening
for ARFID symptoms may be helpful in ensuring that
clinicians do not prescribe some of the standard DGBI
treatment recommendations that may be counterproductive
in those with ARFID.

Suggested Current Screening Options
Although we present several available self-report

questionnaires below, engaging the patient around eating
behavior themes during a clinical assessment may be suffi-
cient to (1) get a sense of patients that may have a prob-
lematic relationship with food and (2) reinforce to the
patient that eating behaviors are an important part of GI
health. Clinical questioning may be helpful over 4 domains:
the impact of food and eating on quality of life, eating-
related distress, weight suppression, and dietary restriction
(see Table 3 for a checklist of domains to cover and sample
questions). Despite some behaviors, such as eating small
portion sizes, being common options to alleviate DGBI
symptoms, clinicians can assess when the restrictive eating
behaviors are causing medical and/or psychosocial impair-
ment that could indicate a need for intervention (Box 1). If
the patient has a positive red flag, providers may consider

referral to a behavioral health specialist or dietitian for
further assessment (or in the case of medical instability,
referral to an inpatient or similar program).

Validated ARFID screening measures do not yet exist
for patients with DGBI. However, the NIAS is a short,
freely available self-report questionnaire validated for
ARFID more generally in children, adolescents, and adults
with ARFID.38,39 The NIAS subscales also provide infor-
mation about which ARFID motivation(s) a patient might
present with.38 Subscales are measured on a score of zero
through fifteen, with picky eating subscale and fear subscale
having a threshold score of 10 and the appetite subscale at a
threshold score of 9.39 The NIAS may provide a starting
point for the assessment of ARFID in patients with DGBI
and should be used in conjunction with an assessment to
rule out non-ARFID eating disorders. The Fear of Food
Questionnaire is also a recently developed questionnaire
that provides an assessment of maladaptive fear of foods but
does not yet include a cutoff for clinically significant food
fears.37 Another possible screening tool is the Pica, ARFID,
Rumination Disorder Interview—ARFID Questionnaire
(PARDI-AR-Q). The PARDI-AR-Q, adapted from the
original PARDI interview, is a self-report questionnaire that
assess a likely ARFID diagnosis and the severity of
symptoms.73

Targeted Screening
While it would be ideal to screen all individuals with

DGBI for ARFID, GI providers may consider only
screening individuals who present with specific character-
istics that have been associated with ARFID in patients with
DGBI and to ask only targeted, high-yield questions. The
presence of ARFID symptoms has been associated with
increased eating/weight-related complaints,4,10 stomach-
related GI diagnoses,4,29 abdominal pain and constipation-
related GI diagnoses,4 and a higher total number of GI
symptoms.4 Though these characteristics are all common in
the DGBI patient population, individuals with these fea-
tures may stand to benefit significantly from ARFID
screening.4 Using screening questions (sample questions
noted in Table 3) as a bare minimum assessment can elu-
cidate whether patients are engaging in normative restriction
in response to GI symptoms, or whether their symptoms
may cross the threshold into ARFID. Notably, ARFID
symptoms in patients with DGBI are present in patients
across the weight spectrum,4,10,29,34 underscoring the
importance of screening for ARFID symptoms even in
patients who are not obviously underweight or malnour-
ished. After screening for current ARFID symptoms and for
characteristics that may put an individual at high risk for
developing ARFID, appropriate treatment recom-
mendations can be made. Medical and psychosocial con-
sequences (ie, those listed in Box 1) are high-yield areas that
clinicians can focus on to assess for ARFID as efficiently as
possible.

PREVENTING ARFID DEVELOPMENT IN DGBI
In our opinion, a key to preventing ARFID develop-

ment in the context of a DGBI is to be mindful of how
dietary management may put a subset of patients at risk for
ARFID. Dietary management of DGBI has become a
mainstay of treatment recommendations and are often self-
initiated by patients. Dietary approaches involve exclusion
diets (eg, where specific foods that are high in short-chain
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carbohydrates that the small intestine is unable to absorb are
removed from the diet temporarily as in the low FODMAP
diet74–76 or specific foods are removed entirely as in a gluten-
free or dairy-free diet), modified intake of specific foods (eg,
low-fat, low-particle diet for gastroparesis/dyspepsia),22,77

and modified food timing (eg, small frequent meals for gas-
troparesis/dyspepsia).22,77 An investigation of 495 adult and
pediatric patients presenting for neurogastroenterology eval-
uation found that 39% had a history of exclusion diets, and
those with exclusion diet histories were over 3 times as likely
to have ARFID symptoms.30 Another study reported that of
the 13% of gastroenterology patients that already met
ARFID criteria, 89%were prescribed a lowFODMAP diet.33

While dietary approaches are highly acceptable to many
patients6 and often prescribed by providers,78 dietary man-
agement may exacerbate ARFID symptoms in a subset of
patients (Fig. 2). While there is not yet prospective research
elucidating who might be most at risk for developing ARFID
when prescribed an exclusion diet, routine diet monitoring (as
described below) may help to identify ARFID symptoms and
intervene early. Some work has suggested that modified
dietary exclusion approaches or cognitive-behavioral

treatment (CBT) may be a better fit than the low FODMAP
diet for individuals with high levels of GI-specific anxiety,
avoidance, and/or weight loss.56 We provide several
recommendations based on evidence-based diet protocols,
other consensus recommendations,79 and our own clinical
experience.

Education About Evidence-base
It is important for patients to be educated on proper

diet implementation for both effectiveness and ARFID
prevention. Many patients believe that certain foods80 or
food sensitivities81 aggravate symptoms and may frequently
self-initiate exclusion diets.30 In addition, there are many
diets without quality evidence of effectiveness that patients
may know about, have already tried, or were recommended
by previous providers. Thus, early conversations about
which diets have evidence to support their use for DGBI and
identifying food triggers is important in reducing dietary
restrictions that may not be effective. The low FODMAP
diet has the most evidence for efficacy for adults with IBS,
but the evidence behind it is still mixed82,83 and with only
one small randomized trial in children.84 In fact, emerging

TABLE 3. Example Questions for ARFID Symptom Screening

Domain Example questions Red flags for ARFID

Quality of life Does eating or making decisions about food get in
the way of your ability to live the life you would
like to?

Patient reports that eating or making decisions about
food is interfering with relationships, work/school, or
other activities

Eating-related distress Have you ever felt like food was an issue for you?*
How much time, mental energy, and effort do
you spend around eating and food choices?

Presence of a past eating disorder, which may confer
risk for difficulties with restrictive/elimination diets,
even if in remission

Patient reports that thinking about food or eating
interferes with their ability to concentrate on tasks
they are actively engaged in (eg, work, conversations,
reading) or that they wish to spend less time thinking
about or preparing food

Weight trajectory† Have you lost weight due to your GI symptoms? If
so, what was your usual weight range prior to this
weight loss?†

Have you had difficulty gaining weight due to your
GI symptoms?

Unintentional weight loss of > 5% over 1 mo, 7.5% over
3 mo, or > 10% over 6 mo or lack of weight gain
despite intention to gain weight

Difficulty gaining weight/growing
Low weight [body mass index (BMI) <18.5 kg/m2 for
> 20 y old; less than fifth BMI percentile for ≤ 20 y
old]

Dietary restriction:
Delaying eating and
limiting food intake

Over the past month, what has a typical day of
eating looked like for you?‡ If patient reports
delaying eating or limiting intake: What are the
reasons you wait to eat or limit the amount you
eat?§

Over the past month, have you had difficulty eating
enough, for example because of forgetting to eat
or worry about having GI symptoms?

Delaying eating (eg, regularly going > 6 waking hours
without eating)

Limiting food intake (eg, low caloric intake, small
portion sizes)

Dietary restriction: Food
avoidance

Over the past month, have you avoided eating
certain foods?‡

Do you have any strict food rules?

Patient reports eating only a few foods, relying on liquid
supplements, eating only home-cooked food, self-
directed diet changes without clear symptom benefit,
and/or inflexibility around food choices

Ruling out other eating
disorder behaviors

What do you do for exercise? How often?
Do you keep track of your calorie intake?
Would gaining weight upset you?

Patient reports positive to dietary restrictions or
diminished quality of life, but negative for shape and
weight concerns

*This table may be used as a starting point for screening for ARFID symptoms in individuals with disorders of gut-brain interaction. Red flags should be seen
as a potential sign of ARFID, rather than a definite indicator that an ARFID diagnosis is warranted. When concerns about medical symptoms due to restrictive
eating are present, see the Academy for Eating Disorders’ Medical Care Guidelines.70Questions formed for bare minimum assessment that GI clinicians can
address with patients.

†Significant weight loss can have detrimental physical consequences, even when an individual is not in the underweight BMI range.
‡Items adapted from the Eating Disorder Examination.
§If patient reports shape/weight-related motivations for dietary restriction, consider screening for eating disorders other than ARFID.
ARFID, avoidant/restrictive food intake disorder avoidant/restrictive food intake disorder; BMI, body mass index; GI, gastrointestinal.
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evidence suggests traditional dietary advice (eg, creating a
regular pattern of eating, reducing processed food con-
sumption) is no worse than the low FODMAP diet in
reducing some IBS symptoms78,85,86 and is more acceptable
to patients (eg, lower cost, easier to shop for/eat out).86

There is limited evidence for other dietary approaches (eg,
gluten-free;82,87 dairy-free diet88,89) in IBS and there is
mixed evidence for dietary approaches to managing other
DGBI (eg, low-fat, low-particle diet90 for gastroparesis/
dyspepsia).91,92

Risk Counseling
Early acknowledgment of the potential risk exclusion

diets pose on nutritional and psychosocial impairment is also
important. For highly restrictive diets like the low FODMAP
diet, there is a temporary restriction (eg, 4 to 6 wk of high
FODMAP food exclusion) with a systematic reintroduction
of foods to identify a handful of foods high in FODMAPs
that the patient may either avoid or limit quantities of.93

Without guidance to the proper protocol, exclusion diets like
the low FODMAP diet can be more harmful than helpful.
For example, prolonged use of the elimination phase of the
low FODMAP diet has been associated with significant
nutrient deficiencies.94–96 In addition, exclusion diets have
been significantly associated with poorer quality of life,76 and
greater dietary restrictions have been associated with poorer
nutritional status.97 Providers should candidly discuss these
nutritional and psychosocial risks (including the high associ-
ation between a history of exclusion diet use and ARFID
symptoms) to facilitate prevention. For a full review of the
psychosocial and nutritional risks of different dietary
approaches for DGBI see the recent Rome Working Team
report.81

Routine Diet Monitoring
If a patient is prescribed any exclusion diet, continual

monitoring is needed. Patients can be referred to dietitians to
work on diet flexibility to minimize the negative impact on
psychosocial functioning.5 If the exclusion diet is not
improving symptoms, then it should be discontinued.5,75 A
lack of longitudinal follow-up with providers may put some
patients at risk to continue overly restrictive exclusion diets
like the exclusion phase of the low FODMAP diet for a
prolonged period.5 Regular assessment of diet by GI pro-
viders may facilitate the prevention of ARFID as well as
recognition of when patients have crossed the line into
developing ARFID (eg, as in Table 3). In addition, guided
dietary therapy is recommended to identify any food triggers
that would be warranted to exclude for individuals
with DGBI in the absence of a true food allergy, with
recommendations against investigation using current food
intolerance and sensitivity testing.81

TREATING COMORBID ARFID AND DGBI
SYMPTOMS

Common Treatment Recommendations for
ARFID

Currently, evidence-based treatment approaches for
ARFID primarily focus on some form of behavioral inter-
vention. Behavioral treatments involve gradual exposure to
food types and amounts, and as applicable, correcting
nutrient deficiencies, decreasing reliance on supplemental
nutrition, increasing weight, and/or decreasing psychosocial
impairment. Treatment teams can include a combination of
behavioral health providers, dietitians, and primary care
providers, depending on the case.68 Psychopharmacological
approaches can also be used in conjunction with behavioral
treatment.98 For example, mirtazapine, a drug that may
promote gastric emptying according to preliminary data and
decreases nausea and vomiting, may be used to facilitate
weight gain in patients with ARFID.99–101

CBT for ARFID
Several case series and open trials have shown CBT

for ARFID is highly feasible and acceptable, with
promising results for efficacy.67,69,102–105 Our team has
developed an 8-session CBT for ARFID that has devel-
oped in the context of DGBI that targets both ARFID
and DGBI outcomes, with preliminary, favorable
results106 and a randomized clinical trial in progress.
CBT for DGBI+ARFID includes self-monitoring of
food intake, regularizing eating patterns, behavioral and
food exposure, and maintenance planning (Box 2).68

Similar to treatments for each DGBI44,108 and ARFID107

the primary component in CBT for DGBI+ARFID is
exposure to fear foods aimed to reduce negative emotions
(eg, fear, disgust) and correct predictions around the con-
sequences of eating (eg, learning that the outcome is more
tolerable than expected). For adolescents under the age of
16, family-based treatment104,107 or parent training 105,110

can be used, in which parents support the child in increasing
dietary volume and variety. While future research is cer-
tainly needed on for whom CBT for ARFID is most
beneficial, we would recommend clinicians consider CBT
(or a similar approach) for patients with DGBI+ARFID,
regardless of whether ARFID developed before or
subsequent to the DGBI.

FIGURE 2. Potential risk for avoidant/restrictive food intake dis-
order through disorders of gut-brain interaction (DGBI)
exclusion diets.
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Of note, some patients may require a higher level of
care to receive sufficient support around meals to make
changes in their eating or for medical monitoring at an
inpatient level.70,72 For example, treating patients with
ARFID who are on enteral/parenteral nutrition is not rec-
ommended on a regular outpatient level, as it is in most
ARFID cases insufficient to support cessation of enteral/
parenteral nutrition supports.107 General guidelines for
medical care standards can be found in the Academy for
Eating Disorders Medical Care Standards Guide70 and
primary care best practices.72

Balancing Existing ARFID With DGBI Treatment
Recommendations

When an individual presents with both ARFID and a
DGBI, treatment recommendations should be adjusted to
address symptoms of both disorders.

Modified Exclusion Diets
We recommend that traditional dietary advice over an

exclusion diet be considered for patients with DGBI
+ARFID. As previously mentioned, there is increasing
evidence that traditional dietary advice has similar effects on
DGBI symptoms as exclusion diets (eg, for IBS).78,85,86 The
United Kingdom’s National Institute for Health and Clin-
ical Excellence (NICE)111 guidelines for IBS actually suggest
traditional dietary advice with eating on a regular schedule
(eg, every 3 to 4 h), staying hydrated, and limiting alcohol

and caffeine consumption. In fact, some aspects of tradi-
tional dietary advice (eg, establishing regular eating pat-
terns) are a key component of CBTs for ARFID.

If there is a rationale to prescribe an exclusion diet for
DGBI symptoms, working in collaboration with a dietitian
should be considered for patients to bridge the gap between
increasing food volume and variety in ARFID treatment
while simultaneously improving GI symptoms using an
exclusion diet. Without dietitian guidance, the reintro-
duction/personalization phase of the low FODMAP diet can
have diminished compliance.112 The exclusion period of the
low FODMAP diet should only last up to 6 weeks; after-
ward, it is necessary for food to be reintroduced to mitigate
nutritional deficiencies.75 Reintroduction is also necessary to
prevent the maintenance of ARFID symptoms. In addition,
there are other emerging, modified exclusion diet recom-
mendations that may be more suitable for patients with
ARFID. For example, a less restrictive low FODMAP diet
following the reintroduction phase may be an option.96,113

Neuromodulators
Pharmacological treatments may be used concurrently

with CBT for ARFID to reduce maladaptive DGBI symp-
toms. We take a symptom-based approach to the selection
of neuromodulators, being cognizant of any underlying
dysmotility while leveraging or avoiding potential side
effects. For example, buspirone, gabapentin, tricyclic
antidepressants,114 and mirtazapine have all been used in
patients with functional dyspepsia,114,115 but buspirone and
gabapentin are less likely to be constipating and mirtazapine
has evidence in dyspeptic patients requiring weight gain.116

While they have yet to be studied, in our clinical experience,
neuromodulators may increase the tolerability and accept-
ability of food exposures in CBT for some patients with
DGBI. However, it should be noted that neuromodulators
are not currently labeled for use in treating DGBI
symptoms.

CONCLUSIONS
In the current review, we aimed to investigate the

intersection of ARFID and DGBIs. The high prevalence
rate of ARFID symptoms in DGBI patients4,10,11,29,31,32

highlights the necessity of being aware of the possible
bidirectional risk and maintenance pathways between these
conditions, particularly the possible risk for ARFID devel-
opment in the context of a DGBI. Notably, more research is
needed to elucidate whether appetite dysregulation is due to
motility disturbances or the consequence of deconditioning
over time due to restricted food intake. For the GI provider,
it is important to be cognizant of the potential pitfalls of
DGBI dietary treatments and to take a cautious approach
when using them to prevent both ARFID exacerbation and
development.75 Continued research on the risk and main-
tenance factors is also necessary to increase our under-
standing of how best to prevent ARFID and intervene in
interacting DGBI and ARFID processes.
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